Course Location/Information

SIS-TECH Solutions, LP
12621 Featherwood Dr.
Houston, TX 77034

Course Time: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Map of the Area

Please follow this link for a map of the surrounding area:
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=12621+Featherwood+Houston,+TX&hl=en&om=1&z=16&vpsrc=0

Recommended Airport

William P. Hobby Airport (HOU)

Hotel Listing

Here are some hotels in the immediate area of SIS-TECH Solutions in Houston, TX:

1. Marriott: Courtyard Houston Hobby Airport
   a. 9190 Gulf Freeway, Houston, TX 77017
   b. (713) 910-1700 for reservations
2. Drury Inn & Suites Houston Hobby
   a. 7902 Mosley Road, Houston, TX 77061
   b. (713) 941-4300 for reservations
3. Country Inn & Suites by Carlson Houston Hobby Airport
   a. 8778 Airport Boulevard, Houston, TX 77061
   b. (713) 943-2700 for reservations
4. Super 8 Houston Hobby Airport South
   a. 10130 Almeda Genoa Road, Houston, TX 77075
   b. (713) 943-2020 for reservations

Directions

If directions are needed, please contact Joan French at +1 979-458-1863 or frenchj@tamu.edu.